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Preface
Welcome to Deloitte’s annual report examining trends in technology put to business use. Once again, we’ve selected ten
topics that have the potential to impact businesses over the next 18 to 24 months.
Developing the list of trends is an ongoing process of primary and secondary research. The process includes:
• Feedback from client executives on current and future priorities
• Input from Deloitte industry and practice leaders
• Perspectives from industry and academic luminaries
• Research from alliance partners, industry analysts, and competitor positioning
• Crowd-sourced ideas and examples from our global network of practitioners
This year’s theme, Elements of postdigital, examines the convergence and controlled collision of five forces – Analytics,
Mobile, Social, Cloud, and Cyber – as businesses move closer to achieving the possibilities of the Postdigital EnterpriseTM,
where all five forces are mature, implemented, integrated, and baked-in instead of bolted-on. These five forces offer a
new set of tools for business, opening the door to a new set of rules for operations, performance, and competition. IT can
deliver engagement and empowerment to business customers, both innovating and industrializing.
The Postdigital era, like the post-industrial era, reflects a “new normal” for business and a new basis for competition. In
post-industrial times, we didn’t forego industrialization, we embraced it. The Postdigital era is similar, but with digitalization as its core.
It’s an uncommon time to have five forces – all newly emerged, all evolving, all technology-centric – already impacting
business so strongly. It is an opportunity for IT to deliver extraordinary value via modest investments on top of a strong
legacy technology footprint.
Our 2013 report shares ten trends grouped into two categories. Disruptors are opportunities that can create sustainable
positive disruption in IT capabilities, business operations, and sometimes even business models. Enablers are technologies
in which many CIOs have already invested time and effort, but which warrant another look because of new developments
or opportunities. Enablers may be more evolutionary than revolutionary, but the potential is often there nonetheless to
elevate the business game.
For 2013 we have also attempted to personalize our general Tech Trends article to include topics and examples specifically
relevant to the Consumer Product industry. While we have maintained much of the rich content contained in the original
version of this article, we’ve specifically included examples from leading Consumer Products companies such as  Schwan’s
(Mobile Only and Beyond) and OfficeMax (Design as a Discipline), and have also featured our collaboration on Big Data
with the Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA).
Each topic also includes an external point-of-view in the My Take. This year, you’ll also find a new section called Flying
Car Future, which takes a provocative view into where the trend may be headed in Horizon 3 – and beyond. Last but not
least, where we deem applicable, we’ve included our Consumer Products perspective to share our industry insight on the
implications of the respective trend.
Each of the 2013 trends is relevant today. Each has significant momentum and potential to make an impact. And each
warrants timely consideration. Forward-thinking Consumer Products organizations should consider developing an explicit
strategy in each area – even if that strategy is to wait and see. But whatever you do, step up. Provoke and harvest
disruption. Don’t get caught unaware or unprepared.
Thank you for your interest in this year’s report. We welcome your feedback and questions. To the many executives who
have provided input into Tech Trends for Consumer Products 2013, thank you for your time and insight. We look forward
to having more of the essential dialog between business and IT.
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At a Glance
Disruptors
Opportunities that can create sustainable positive disruption in IT capabilities, business
operations, and sometimes even business models.
CIO as the Postdigital Catalyst
Catalyzing value from the elements of mobile, social, analytics, cloud
and cyber
CIOs can lead the move to tomorrow – reshaping business as usual, and driving innovation.
They are faced with unprecedented opportunity for innovation such as the potential to enable
Customer Intimacy at scale for Consumer Products Organizations. How should business
respond? When CIOs harness the convergence of the five postdigital forces, they can change
the conversation from systems to capabilities and from technical issues to business impact.
Plan big, start small, fail fast, scale appropriately.
Mobile Only (and beyond)
The enterprise potential of mobile is greater than today’s smartphone
and tablet apps
Mobile should be top of mind for organizations. But don’t limit your ideas to Mobile First.
Think Mobile Only, imagining an untethered, connected enterprise. The next wave of mobile
may fundamentally reshape operations, businesses and marketplaces – delivering information
and services to where decisions are made and transactions occur. The very definition of mobile
is changing – as evidenced by our featured Consumer Products organization that already
improved customer service efficiency and quality through the Mobile Only paradigm.
Social Reengineering by Design
How work gets done is no longer constrained by 19th century platforms
Businesses are no longer building technologies just to enable interaction – they are now
engineering social platforms for specific context – platforms that can relieve rather than serve
traditional organizational constraints such as deep hierarchies, command-and-control cultures,
physical proximity and resource concentration. Social reengineering can fundamentally
transform how work gets done, but it isn’t just a “project.” It’s a strategy. It’s time to uncover
the opportunities for Consumer Product organizations to harness the power of the crowd to
augment business operations through external communities.
Design as a Discipline
Inherent, pervasive and persistent design opens the path to enterprise value
Driven by consumer experience, intuitiveness and simplicity are moving from IT aspirations to
enterprise mandates. Design is not a phase; it’s a way of thinking. Beyond look and feel, beyond
user interfaces. Isolated in silos of user experience (UX), marketing and product development,
individual design functions may be reaching their limits. What’s needed is a collaborative,
immersive environment to work together. Design is not just an “IT thing” or a “marketing thing”
or a “product engineering thing.” It’s an enterprise thing as evidenced by our featured Consumer
Products organization  that dramatically improved user productivity and customer experience.
IPv6 (and this time we mean it)
Ubiquitous connected computing is straining the underlying foundation
of the Internet
Internet Protocol is the foundation of networking, but we’ve run out of addressable space
for addressable items. The more important it is for your business to connect with the outside
world, the more important IPv6 is for your future – and the more urgent this issue is for you
today. IP addresses are woven deep into applications and infrastructure, and migration can
bring challenges. While there’s no drop dead date for IPv6, the final IPv4 address blocks have
already been allocated. Careful and proper adoption will take time for planning, execution
and verification. The time to start is now.
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Enablers
Technologies in which many CIOs have already invested time and effort, but which
warrant another look because of new developments or opportunities.
Finding the Face of Your Data
Fuse people and technology to discover new answers in data – and new
questions, too
Humans do some things really well, while computers are better at other things. It is this
particular combination that enables the identification of new patterns and relationships
across dimensions of data – structured and unstructured, internal or external, big or
otherwise. By combining human insight and intuition with machine number-crunching
and visualization, companies can answer questions they’ve never answered before. For
Consumer Products organizations, Deloitte’s collaboration with the Grocery Manufacturer’s
Association is raising awareness of the business value of data visualization.
Gamification Goes to Work
Driving engagement by embedding gaming in day-to-day business processes
Gamification can encourage engagement and change employee, customer and supplier
behavior, creating new ways to meet business objectives. The goal is to recognize and
encourage behaviors that drive performance – sometimes in unlikely places. This trend
has moved beyond hype and is already demonstrating business value. More specifically,
Deloitte’s collaboration with the Grocery Manufacturer’s Association is exposing the
significant potential for consumer-targeted applications (such as in-store gamification).
Reinventing the ERP Engine
Revving up data, hardware, deployment and business model architectures
at the core
If you could really get ERP cheaper and faster, what would you do differently? Run
materials requirement planning (MRP) many times each day? Close the books in a matter of
minutes? Optimize delivery routes on-the-fly in response to new orders, traffic or customer
preferences? What would it mean for business agility, capability and competitiveness? If
approached with a focus on reinventing business capabilities, the evolution of the ERP
engine can yield significant competitive edge.
No Such Thing as Hacker-proof
If you build it, they will hack it. How do you deal with that?
You’ve either been breached – or you soon will be. Your boss knows it, your business
knows it, your board knows it, your customers know it, and hackers know it. It’s your job
to deal with it. That means changing the way you think about defending yourself. Be more
proactive about the threat – and react more rapidly when breaches do occur. Detect them
quickly, respond, clean up and adjust your tactics. Be outward-facing, prepared and ready
in advance. Anticipate and prevent when possible, but be ready to isolate and encapsulate
intrusions to minimize impact. It’s better to lose a finger than to lose an arm.
The Business of IT
After reengineering the rest of the business, IT’s children deserve some shoes
Fragmented processes and systems can prevent IT from effectively delivering on the
changing demands of the business. IT may need to transform its own management
systems to keep up. Is this ERP for IT? Maybe someday. Today, CIOs are crafting solutions
from industry-leading products and testing business cases at each step. And the potential
benefits are worth the investment – not only in driving down costs and better managing
risks, but in positioning IT as the business partner in provoking and harvesting disruption
in the Postdigital era.
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No Such Thing
as Hacker-proof

You’ve been breached, or you soon will be.
Now what?
Who can forget that great line from the movie Field of
Dreams? “If you build it, they will come.” It’s an inspiring
incentive of future rewards to be reaped for challenging
work today. But in the realm of cyber-threat defense, it is
also an unfortunate likelihood. If you build something of
value, others will likely come to steal it. No matter how you
secure your environment. No matter how many redundant
walls or how many futile moats you have.
Cyber criminals are often well-resourced and potentially
even nation-state sponsored. They can be highly capable,
methodical, and patient – and their tactics keep
shifting. To be sure, “smash and grab” attacks still occur,
with hackers compromising a system to steal something
like credit card data, and then moving on. Now, though,
there is growing occurrence of the “long-term dwell.”
Adversaries can gain undetected access and maintain a
persistent, long-term presence in critical IT environments,
operating below the radar of the victim organization’s
cyber team.
The motivation? There are sophisticated, lucrative markets
for monetizing a wide range of stolen intellectual property.
Symantec placed the cost of IP theft to United States
companies at $250 billion a year, with global cybercrime
costing $114 billion annually – $388 billion after factoring
in downtime. McAfee estimates that $1 trillion was spent
globally for remediation.1 Before he retired as the
Executive Assistant Director of the FBI (and its lead agent
on cybercrime), Shawn Henry told congress of one
situation in which an American company had all the data
associated with a 10-year, $1 billion research program
copied by hackers in one night. General Keith Alexander,
head of the military’s cyber command and Director of the
National Security Agency, called the continuing,
rampant theft of intellectual property and trade secrets
“the greatest transfer of wealth in history.”2 Cyber criminals
are often targeting research and development data,
marketing and product strategies, intellectual property, and
other business-sensitive information for financial gain and
competitive advantage. In federal and critical infrastructure
industries, their ultimate goal is often to disadvantage our
national security.
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Meanwhile, many organizations may have a false sense of
security, perhaps even complacency, resulting from their
investments in non-agile security tools and processes they
have relied on for years. Yet firewalls, antivirus, intrusion
detection systems (IDS), and intrusion prevention systems
(IPS) are increasingly less effective as attackers leverage
encryption and other innovative techniques to evade them.
Many companies are failing to detect long-dwell
cybercrimes in their IT environments and misallocating
limited resources to lesser, more generic threats. Basic
security blocking and tackling is valuable, but is in no way
sufficient. Richard Clarke, former cyber security advisor
to the White House, believes “every major company in the
United States has already been penetrated3.”
Organizations across many industries need to up their
games. That can require changing the lens through which
they view cyber risk – not relying upon traditional security
controls revealing tell-tale signs of an effective attack – but
leveraging intelligence and advanced techniques to identify
the coming threat and proactively respond.
Move from reactive to proactive. Leverage intelligence
from both internal and external sources. Use forensic and
analytic techniques to drive timely decision-making and
proactive responsiveness to hostile activities in the
network. Mine intelligence for improved incident
attribution to develop a deeper understanding of the origin
of the attacks and track specific adversaries to enhance
future risk analysis. Quickly detect, isolate, and contain an
event when it occurs.
And remember: there is no such thing as hacker-proof.
Does that mean we should surrender the fight? Of course
not. There have been and will likely be breaches. Move
forward boldly, advance your tactics to meet those of the
adversary, and contain the risk against your valuable assets.
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History repeating itself?
Network security and data protection have been the focus of information security programs for many years.
Additionally, compliance initiatives such as SOX, PCI DSS, GLBA, and HIPAA4 have further stressed the need for access
controls, vulnerability management, security patching, and more. In response, many companies have deployed a wide
range of technologies to protect themselves and meet compliance requirements. Many started by hardening the perimeter
defense. That wasn’t sufficient, so investments were begun – though not always completed – to build defense-in-depth.
Many companies have more recently started to address issues of insider threats and advanced persistent threats. Again,
not always with the rigor needed.
Today the cybercrime landscape represents a set of highly specialized criminal products and services that are often able to
target specific organizations using sophisticated malware exploits and anonymization systems, which routinely evade many
of the security controls established over the last several years.

What were the challenges?

What’s different in 2013?

Threat detection
and intelligence

• Hardening and detection efforts were focused
on the perimeter – expecting threats to emerge
from external forces.
• Breach response was event-based, triggered
when systems or people detected the effective
exploit of an identified vulnerability.
• Standing budgets for security remained small,
in some cases dwarfed by the sum of costs for
fire-drill responses to incidents.
• Companies didn’t focus on understanding their
information assets, collecting and correlating
threat intelligence, and devising solutions
commensurate with risk. Too many security
agendas were (and in many cases still are) based
on generic, non-specific threats.
• Security technology focused on broad signaturebased network security and endpoint protection
solutions to identify attacks, combat viruses and
worms, and protect against incidents.

• Detection systems are likely insufficient – as are
prevention systems. Tactical skills should change.
The focus now should be on understanding
internal and external activities – integrating today’s
threat detection into an event management
system and intelligence-driven approach.
• It is not enough to protect tomorrow from
yesterday’s threats. Solutions should be put in
place to understand and mitigate risks – not just
as compliance checks. Cyber attacks and security
breaches are increasing in frequency and
sophistication, with discovery usually occurring
well after the fact, if at all.
• Security should now be viewed as a
smoke detector instead of a fire truck, with
proactive agendas based on risk and value.
Incident response should be required, but is not
likely the primary objective of the Chief Security
Officer (CSO).
• Many organizations are initiating “cyber-threat
intelligence” assessments to understand how
information is managed internally – and valued
externally. They are also deploying continuous
sense-and-adapt approaches that leverage
next-generation network security technologies.
• Tools and processes should move from
managing incidents to recognizing patterns,
allowing automated identification, prevention,
and closure of risks.
• Current perimeter-intrusion detection, signaturebased anti-malware, and antivirus solutions often
provide little defense and are becoming obsolete.
For example, cyber criminals now often use
encryption technology and malware production
toolkits to avoid detection.

Cyber criminals

• Drivers for security attacks were fairly straight
forward (notoriety, financial gain, etc.), widely
dispersed (targets of opportunity), and often
quite noisy – the digital equivalent of the
“smash and grab.”

• Increasingly there appears to be a nexus
between cybercrime and a variety of other
threats including hactivism, terrorism, industrial
espionage, and cyber warfare. Commercial and
federal organizations are likely targets of choice,
not chance.
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Technology implications
Building tomorrow’s intelligence-driven, proactive cyber program requires a systematic enterprise-wide approach – equal
parts governance, change management, process redesign, and technology. The people and operational impacts can be
significant. But so are the required underlying technologies needed. Organizations should build out capabilities to defend,
detect, model, predict, respond, isolate, and recover in order to prepare for today’s advanced threats. What does a
modernized, battle-ready cyber-threat program look like?

Topic

Description

Identity, Credential,
and Access Management
(ICAM)

Core security requirements continue to be critically important, building from traditional enterprise
identity, credential, and access management solutions. Authenticating users, assets, and systems;
managing entitlements; and encrypting data at rest, in flight, and in use. These requirements (and
others such as vulnerability, asset and patch management, etc.) help form the foundation of technical
risk management and are table stakes in developing an advanced cyber-intelligence capability. Many
leading organizations are also integrating logical and physical security – another step towards one
unifying view of authorization and entitlements for individuals, and a more holistic treatment of the
threat landscape.

Threat awareness

Automated network and malware forensic analysis are needed, as well as intelligence collection from
honeypots or other ‘baiting’ operations. This can require dynamic and continuously evolving threat
registries, as well as dedicated security analysts that can correlate external threat intelligence with
internal threat analysis based on knowledge of the business.

Security Information &
Event Management
(SIEM) solutions

Detailed logging and SIEM are also table stakes when it comes to building advanced cyber-threat
management capabilities. The stream of event data, when combined with internal and external
intelligence, can allow correlation, analysis, and subsequent detection of threats that would otherwise
go unnoticed.
Additionally, a SIEM solution can serve as a fundamental building block in developing a threat defense
architecture and related automation to monitor the evolving threat landscape, and take precautionary
measures before incidents occur.
When incidents do occur, event data is critical in order to triage what has transpired and respond in
a timely manner.

Unstructured and
semi-structured inputs
and intelligence

Develop sources for intelligence internally and externally. Leverage open source and commercial
intelligence regarding known botnet signatures, malicious IPs, hostile domains, malicious hash values,
etc. Harvest data from internal systems via SIEM, as well as directly from infrastructure components
(e.g., DNS lookup data, DHCP lease information, and proxy logs).
Invest in data collection and analysis solutions – allowing automated crawling and information parsing
from web logs, email, RSS readers, social networks, and transactional system activity. Use cyber
analytics – linked to threat rosters and known business risks and fraud issues – to identify potential
areas of escalating risk.
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Cyber intelligence

Render the intelligence actionable – add cyber forensics and analytics to develop a cyber-threat
intelligence database and analyst portal with integrated threat response playbooks. Improve the quality
of the intelligence through analyst contribution and intelligence tagging. Cultivate strong relationships
with security researchers, law enforcement, and CERT teams to share information and extend your
network – which can be critical during investigation and take down. Finally, address cyber logistics –
secure supply chain, operational security, personnel security, and facility security – as the fourth leg of
the cyber-intelligence approach.

Asset protection

A combination of change, device, rights, and content management is needed. For physical assets,
focus on the need to maintain inventory, monitor usage, and promote firmware and operating
environment updates to servers, desktops, mobile devices, and equipment. For digital assets, classify,
encrypt, and protect structured, semi-structured, and unstructured content from being accessed
or manipulated.
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Lessons from the frontlines
To the thief go the spoils
The oil and gas industry in the U.S. has found itself the
target of several multi-year cyber-attack campaigns that
targeted business leaders in order to compromise field
exploration and bid data, as well as field production
information. The tactics have varied in small ways but
appear to follow the same general approach:
• Conduct direct attacks against Internet-facing systems,
as well as spear phishing (targeted email attacks) of
managers and officers in the company, in an effort
to gain access to systems that open the door to the
broader network
• Once access is gained, the attack deploys additional
tools to harvest user credentials and identify sensitive
data on network drives and in email. This can be done
in ways that avoids detection and remains in the
network for months or even years
• Once sensitive information is obtained, the data is
extracted from the organization’s network without
raising alarms or suspicion

The weakest link
A number of effective recent attacks often started not
with the victim organization itself, but a ‘trusted’ partner
or service provider. Adversaries will often profile an
organization, including its business partners and service
providers upon whom the company relies, looking for
the path of least resistance. For example, the easiest way
into a corporate network may be through a partner’s VPN
connection. Though a partner is often seen by the victim
as a trusted source, such partners may not have the same
degree of protection in place and little ‘real world’ visibility
into their partner’s security posture.
Additionally, cyber security companies themselves are now
coming under attack, as adversaries seek to compromise
the products that organizations use for protection. Without
transparency into the broader ecosystem, organizations
may be missing important parts of the security picture.
“Free” IP
There’s no shortage of examples of advanced persistent
threat (APT) breaches at technology product companies,
where intellectual property is a recognized asset – and
a primary hacker objective. In 2009, Operation Aurora
victimized more than 30 companies, including some of the
largest technology brands known today5. What were the
adversaries after? Product source code – a rich target for
multiple reasons:
• Stealing the time, talent, and money invested in
requirements gathering, design, development, and
refinement of a commercial software product
• Preparing a competitor to get to market first, leveraging
what you already built, without the time or cost
associated with IP development
• Embedding hostile code within the application and then
pushing the code ‘into the wild’ to compromise a larger
number of companies
For a software product that is widely used, access to
source code may allow the adversary to identify generally
unknown vulnerabilities and leverage that knowledge to
attack a broader array of companies.
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My take
Gary Warzala
Chief Information Security Officer
Visa

When it comes to information security, our
adversaries have become much more sophisticated
and greater in number, from nation-states
exercising rogue diplomacy across thousands of
miles, to “hacktivists” infiltrating systems in the
name of political demonstration. Moreover, many
have moved away from “smash and grab” tactics
and now try to embed themselves in networks
indefinitely, leading information security
professionals to put a focus not only on preventing
breaches before they happen, but on detecting
them – as quickly as possible, not in weeks or
months or even years after the fact.
Despite this ever-changing landscape, we continue
to hear about new technologies purporting to
“hacker-proof” corporate systems, evoking the
century-old claim – tragically debunked – that the
Titanic was unsinkable. So rather than measure
ourselves against what is an elusive goal, it is
incumbent on each of us in the security
profession to raise the level of skills within our
organizations on a daily basis – by strengthening
the technological and cultural infrastructure to
thwart our adversaries, anticipating threats on the
horizon, and empowering our team to decisively
address breaches in security as they happen.
The first step is strengthening barriers to entry into
our organizations – not by deploying whatever
new security technology is the flavor of the day,
but by focusing on the basics and doing them well.
The initial compromise in 90% of breaches
requires a low-to-medium skill level, which
demonstrates the importance of having the security
fundamentals firmly in place – such as a secure
network, timely patching, robust logging and
monitoring, strong access controls, and end-user
education and training designed to enhance the
culture of security within your organization.
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Second, with a stronger culture and security
infrastructure in place, protecting an enterprise
requires a clear understanding of who the
adversaries are, their methods and objectives,
and what assets they may target. Since there is
no way to spend your way to total security, this
“threat profile” can help organizations make
risk-based decisions about where they can invest
in security programs and where to introduce
controls to mitigate the most likely threats.
Periodically update this threat profile to keep up
with new innovations and processes throughout
your organization, which often introduce new
risks that should be considered and managed.
Finally, but most importantly, surround yourself
with a team of security professionals that are
as skilled and passionate as your organization’s
adversaries – a team of “digital first responders.”
Time and time again organizations often deploy
security technologies assuming that, on their
own, the technologies will somehow protect
their enterprises. But without capable security
professionals who can articulate the threats and
risks, identify the detective and preventative
controls, and work to operationalize effective
solutions, these technological investments are
often in vain.
While there is no “hacker-proof” silver bullet, if
history is any indicator, the ingredients for success
likely lie in the day-in, day-out focus on improved
security skills within our organizations. By having
a dedicated focus on the fundamentals of
information security, anticipating threats on the
horizon, and developing the best talent possible,
enterprises can be prepared for the worst.
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Flying car future
Today’s cyber-threat solutions are reminiscent of clinical
medicine. Under the Hippocratic oath of “do no harm,”
much attention is placed on identifying symptoms, triaging
to root cause, and judiciously prescribing treatment based
on the specific diagnosis.
But defending digital assets will likely only become more
challenging. Enterprise networks are expanding to include
partners, customers, suppliers, and mobile employees.
A growing number of mobile devices are in play. Cyber
security teams are challenged with funding, talent, and
resource constraints. And with the coming explosion of
sensors, biometric, and nanotechnologies, the threat
landscape will likely only become more complex and
increasingly difficult to understand and control.
As a result, cyber intelligence of tomorrow should
operate more like the human immune system. When a
foreign agent is detected, antibodies are produced, with
white blood cells attacking the intruder. The body
accelerates blood flow and increases temperatures to
create an inhospitable environment for the threat. The
identity of the threat is not always known – nor its
source, intent, or potential ultimate effect. The body
isolates and attacks the intruder, destroying the foreign
party, and extends its own protections to be prepared if
the threat reemerges.

A similar approach can be envisioned in our cyber
landscapes, with systems that won’t need to identify
something in absolute terms to know that it should not be
there. Detected incidents would be quarantined, allowing
the threat to be understood and traced – cyber forensics
from a controlled environment where business risk has
already been contained. More extreme measures may
become mainstream – shutting down network segments or
purging afflicted systems. Fingers may be lost to save the
arm – which may require a vastly different mindset than
today’s perimeter defense approach to security and privacy,
where the “answer” is sometimes still higher castle walls
and deeper moats.
This more aggressive posturing may lead to more
aggressive counter-attacks. With incident sources
attributed, cyber-offensive techniques may emerge further
– retaliatory measures in response to verified malicious
actions. This will likely require some cross-national body
to adjudicate disputes and keep the cyber peace.
With the blurring of national and economic concerns,
a more sophisticated, aggressive posture towards
cyber assets suddenly becomes a global concern –
and, unfortunately, one whose import will likely only
grow over time.
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Where do you start?
Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta says that America’s
critical infrastructure systems have been breached already6.
This is not defeatism – it is a catalyst to spark the
recognition that the world has changed. Organizations
should view cyber intelligence as a strategic priority. The
threat is real. We are under attack. Yet the impact can
be lessened by a systematic response. Potential places to
start include:
• Identify the jewels. Understand the external cyberthreat beacon of your organization – the market value
of stolen intellectual property in your industry and,
specifically, in your company. Tap into external
intelligence to understand the broader threat landscape.
Then look inward and catalog your high-risk assets –
either because of high potential for monetization if
stolen, or critical business impact if breached.
• Know your baseline. Assess your current cyber-threat
management program across specific dimensions in
order to identify strengths and gaps. Include intelligence
capabilities, emerging threat research and modeling,
brand protection, and network and malware forensics.
• First things first. Develop a roadmap for enhancing your
target threat defense architecture, prioritized based on
perceived risk of high-value business assets. Update your
threat assessment process to focus on the select business
risks to the organization, and then model how those
business risks may be affected by specific cyber threats.
All too often organizations group a series of threats
together into a single ‘cyber bucket’ – focused on the
general security threats various companies deal with, not
those use cases that could impact their own business in
a material fashion. This approach typically doesn’t allow
for targeted mitigation, often resulting in important
threats to the business that are not addressed.
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• Don’t forget the business case. Based on the program
assessment and updated threat scenarios, articulate the
business case for enhancement of the cyber-threatmanagement program. This seems like an obvious
step, but many information security teams look at
their mission as a pre-ordained mandate. Clearly
articulating the reasoning, justification, and business
impact can breathe new life into the security
organization, and increase likelihood of funding to
expand capabilities.
• Think “extend,” not “replace.” Seek to gain the most
leverage out of the technologies and processes already
in place before building or implementing new ones. It
is likely that there are a number of existing SIEM
capabilities that can be enhanced, as well as the ability
to dig additional functionality and intelligence out of
tools including endpoint protection, vulnerability
assessment and patch management, content
monitoring, data loss protection, intrusion prevention,
and core network services. Determine which pieces of
the target threat defense architecture are in place today
– or could be with additional tuning and integration,
versus net-new technology and process needs.
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Bottom line
Cyber security may sound technical in nature, but at its core it is a business issue. Any company’s
competitive position and financial health may be at stake.
Business and technology leaders need to engage in effective dialog about what the business values most,
how the company drives competitive advantage, and which information and other digital assets are the
most sensitive. Brand, customer trust, and strategic positioning are at risk.
This new reality requires a new attitude around security and privacy. Anticipate and prevent when
possible, but be ready to isolate and encapsulate intrusions to reduce impact. There may be No Such
Thing as Hacker-proof, but there’s a chance to reduce your cyber beacon, be less inviting to attack, and
proactively establish outward- and inward-facing measures around your most valued assets.
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Conclusion
Faithful readers of our Tech Trends reports will find
some familiar topics in these pages. The postdigital
forces have seen extraordinary attention in the past
four years – and each is still in the early stages of
adoption. The book on how each can fundamentally
reshape business is still being written.

Postdigital’s potential can spur both offensive and
defensive responses. On one side lies opportunity
for innovation. On the other, the existential threat
of disruption. Every industry may be affected by
the underlying digital forces. Every market may
be reshaped by their controlled collision.

Although the topics are familiar, the underlying trends
continue to evolve at an astounding pace. Take mobile,
for example. In 2010 the story was about ubiquitous
connectivity and device (i.e., smartphone) advances. In
2011, the focus was on the “app” – and the advent of
the tablet. In 2012, we covered enterprise implications
for prioritization of opportunities, as well as the
operational realities of governing, managing, and
delivering mobile solutions. And now in 2013, we consider
mobile’s place as an utmost strategic priority. The very
notion of “devices” is exploding into near-ubiquitous
connectivity of many physical objects. The fundamental
element of mobile still applies – the innovative idea of
removing limitations based on physical location, and
of a truly untethered enterprise. But the supporting
nuance and details are moving at a rapid clip, making it
paramount for IT executives to keep pace with change.  

Who will lead the charge? The reports of IT’s demise
may be exaggerated, but there is often truth behind
the rhetoric. How will CIOs reimagine their roles in
business strategy? What will the corresponding IT
department look like? One thing is for certain: the
elements of postdigital will play a foundational role.
We close this year’s report with the familiar quote
from futurist William Gibson: “The future is already
here…it is just not evenly distributed.” Our hope is
that the Tech Trends reports will help you discover
the elements of postdigital in your enterprise.
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